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Abstract
From thunderstorms to hurricanes, electric distribution networks are subject to a wide range of
warm weather storm events. Tropical Storm Irene (2011) and Hurricane Sandy (2012) are two events in
recent memory that disrupted over half of The Connecticut Light and Power Company’s (CL&P) service
territory, which left some customers without power for up to eleven days. This research study investigates
a damage prediction framework for both thunderstorms and hurricanes that combines two generalized
linear models to probabilistically determine the occurrence and extent of damages, known as trouble
spots, to the overhead power distribution network. The models are inputted with high-resolution weather
simulations from the Weather and Research Forecasting (WRF) Model along with distributed information
on CL&P’s infrastructure, tree canopy density, and land cover data. The models were subjected to cross
validation based on 30 major storm cases including the two tropical storms (Storm Irene and Hurricane
Sandy), and exhibited a median percent error less than 30% for predicting the counts of trouble spots per
event. Additionally, we explore an operational example of these models by using forecasts from 48 and
24 hours ahead of landfall by Hurricane Sandy to demonstrate how a real-time damage prediction system
might operate.
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Introduction
From thunderstorms to hurricanes, electric distribution networks are subject to damage from a wide
range of warm weather storm events. Tropical Storm Irene (2011) and Hurricane Sandy (2012) are two
events in recent memory that disrupted greater than half of The Connecticut Light and Power Company’s
(CL&P) service territory, leaving some customers without power for up to eleven days. A predictive
model that forecasts the occurrence and extent of damage from warm weather storms to electric
distribution networks would be valuable as a decision-making tool for utilities. Other benefits attained
from the implementation of such a model would include the strategic pre-staging of resources prior to an
event and subsequent decreased restoration times.
We propose models that utilize a flexible framework that combines two generalized linear models
(GLMs) to probabilistically determine the occurrence and extent of damages, known as trouble spots
(TS), during a storm event. The model is inputted with high resolution weather forecasts from the
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model along with distributed information on CL&P
distribution infrastructure, tree canopy density and land cover. Separate models were built for predicting
damage from thunderstorms and hurricanes exhibiting a median percent error less than 30% of total
damages per storm event. In this study we explore different models for thunderstorms and tropical
systems that describe the relationship of weather, meteorological indices for severe weather, land cover,
tree canopy density, and utility infrastructure data to the counts of TS in a town. The robustness of the
two models (thunderstorms and tropical storms) is evaluated using a cross-validation exercise applied to
30 major events that impacted CL&P.
In the next sections of this report we will discuss in detail the study area, data collected, methodology
and results from the calibration and cross-validation exercises for all models. We end with an operational
example of how damages from Hurricane Sandy might have been predicted for CL&P.
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Background and Literature Review
Electric distribution systems
Electric power delivery systems are broken down into three major groups: generation, transmission,
and distribution. Electric power generation may occur at remote locations far from the point of
consumption such that the electricity produced must be transmitted at high voltages from power plants to
substations in order to minimize energy losses. The substation is where the voltage is stepped down for
commercial and residential use, and the distribution system transfers the electricity from the substations to
the customers. For simplicity, the distribution network can be compared to a tree (Pansini, 2008) where
the tree trunk represents the backbone circuits, the tree branches represent the lateral circuits, and the
leaves represent the individual service drops to customers from both the primary and secondary lines.
Typically, backbone circuits are trimmed to manage adverse impacts of vegetation more frequently than
lateral circuits because they serve a greater percentage of the population.

Vulnerability to damage from trees
CL&P’s distribution network is subjected to multiple causes of damage, including impacts
especially from overgrown trees, major storms, lightning, animals and birds (TDRP, 2012). Major storms
account for up to 70% of CL&P’s annual outages which are largely due to trees falling onto the
distribution network (Two Storm Panel Report, 2012). Connecticut has the highest wildland/urban
interface tree density in the country, which is a measure of the proximity of residential homes to forests,
at 72% (CEQ Annual Report, 2011). This quantity may partly explain why the damages from tropical
storm Irene and hurricane Sandy were so devastating to the distribution system.
Further, Connecticut trees tend to have a larger circumference than average (Two Storm Panel
Report, 2012) which may be an indication of the age of trees. Whereas younger trees are able to readjust
their center of pressure, taller trees are comparatively rigid structures that are unable to change their
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center of pressure resulting in tree failure (Ennos, 1999). Tree trimming responsibilities are generally
shared between municipalities, the State Department of Transportation and electric utility companies.

Background research on overhead power line damages
Many studies have focused on building infrastructure damage or outage models that are calibrated
with only a handful of storms, and few studies actually validate their calibrated models. Liu et al (2005)
used a negative binomial regression to model hurricane outages using the counts of transformers,
maximum gust wind speed, and “hurricane” fixed effect terms. Land cover was also evaluated but was
found to be insignificant. Han et al (2009) suggested that GLMs are unable to fully account for the
nonlinearity between independent and the response variables, and proposed the use of generalized
additive models (GAMs). However, neither Liu et al. or Han et al. studies validate their modeling results.
Quiring et Al. (2011) used the same dataset in Han et al. (2009) but included soil moisture and
topography data with data mining techniques to see if there was any benefit in predicting the outages from
storms modeled in Han et.al (2009). However, in all cases, the extra soil moisture and topography did not
improve predictability. Cerutti and Decker (2012) performed a multilinear regression that related surface
weather observations to infrastructure damages.
This current research seeks to propose models for thunderstorms and tropical systems that may be
operated in real-time as a tool for decision-making by utilities. Data is bulked on the town scale to allow
for an easier communication of possible damage to utility line crews who must restore electric service
after major events, municipal governments who must plan their emergency operations for town residents,
and for the State of Connecticut agencies who must rate and regulate the emergency preparedness efforts
of utilities. In addition to high resolution weather forecasts, additional data that closely link the tree
canopy density with CL&P infrastructure assets are included to capture the possible interaction between
weather and trees and their impact on electric reliability.
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Study Area and Data
A note about scale: given that the output of this model will be the counts of TS per town for each major
storm event, data was collected as close to town counts or averages as possible. If data existed at a finer
scale, it was aggregated to the town scale. All variables in this study, except for a fixed effect term (area
work center), are aggregated to town values.

Study area
Northeast Utilities is the holding company of many other electric and natural gas distribution
companies in New England including the Connecticut Light and Power Company (CL&P), Western
Massachusetts Electric Company (WMECO), Public Service Company of New Hampshire (PSNH), and
Yankee Gas (YG).The Connecticut Light & Power Company is the largest electric utility in Connecticut
with a service territory that stretches 4,400 square miles (87% of the geographic area of Connecticut) and
has 1.2 million customers in 149 towns. Additionally, CL&P has approximately 17,000 miles of overhead
lines and 6,300 miles of underground lines in its electric distribution network. The service territory is
divided into four large divisions, and which are broken down into 18 area work centers (AWCs) (Figure
1). AWCs were included in all models as a fixed effect to capture the possible relationship between
geography and damage occurrence.
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Figure 1: Map of CL&P Service Territory. Areas in gray are served by other electric utilities.

Trouble spots
For the purpose of this study, a database of trouble spots for major storms was compiled by the
NU System Engineering Department for years 2005 through 2011. A trouble spot is defined as an
extended interruption (greater than 5 minutes) of service to one or more customers which usually requires
human intervention to restore electric service (TDRP, 2012). A major storm, for outage reporting
purposes, occurred when the number of trouble spots on a particular day exceeds the 98.5% exclusion
threshold (TDRP, 2012). Trouble spots are tracked to their nearest isolating device, which may include
such devices as transformers, fuses, reclosers or switches.
The trouble spot database included information on the latitude/longitude coordinate of the trouble
spot, the town where the trouble spot occurred in, and the cause name of each trouble spot during a major
storm event. Trouble spots were filtered by cause name to include only the following cause names: tree
5

related, lightning, miscellaneous, and unknown. Examples of categories left out of the database included
animal related, vehicle related, or equipment failure because these categories are not directly related to
major storm events. However, the total number of TS left out was less than 10%. Trouble spots for each
storm were aggregated by town to be consistent with model scale.
Town population data (Figure 2) was collected from the CT Department of Economic and
Community Development (last updated in 2008). The counts of households were used as a surrogate for
the counts of residential customers per town.

Figure 2: Count of households per town, used as a surrogate for the counts of customers per town.
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Numerical weather simulations
Numerical weather simulations were computed using the Weather and Research Forecast (WRF)
model. WRF is a state-of-the-art atmospheric simulation system designed to serve both operational
forecasting and atmospheric research needs. Its development has been a collaborative partnership
principally among the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and the Forecast
Systems Laboratory (FSL), the Air Force Weather Agency (AFWA), the Naval Research Laboratory, the
University of Oklahoma, and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Simulations for each storm
were initialized with Global Forecast System (GFS) analysis fields at 0.5 degrees, with 6 hour intervals,
provided by NCEP. The GFS analysis fields assimilated data from current and past observations to
produce an estimate of the surface and atmosphere's current state.

Focusing on the Northeastern region of the United States, three domains were nested at a
resolution ratio of 1:3. Figure 3 shows the parent domain in blue, at a pixel resolution of 18km, the
second inner domain in red, with 6km, and the finer scale domain in green, containing towns in
Connecticut with a resolution of 2km.
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Figure 3: WRF-ARW domain settings: Parent domain with 18km resolution (grey), second nested domain
with 6km resolution (red), and third inner domain with 2km resolution (green). Image courtesy of Maria
Frediani, University of Connecticut.
Each storm was simulated for 72 hours with initialization starting twelve hours before the first
trouble spot occurred. Maximum and mean weather parameters were recorded for each 2 km pixel. Given
that many 2 km pixels may overlay a town, it was assumed that a pixel was allocated to a town if the
center of a pixel was inside the town’s geographic boundary. The maximum value for each town was
obtained by the maximum value among all pixels representing the respective town throughout the 72
hours of simulation The mean value was calculated in a period of four hours which corresponded to the
maximum average of a four hour running window along the 72 hours of simulation, which represented the
“sustained” value of the parameter. Both mean and maximum parameter values were included in the
models to capture the intensity of the individual storms.
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Meteorological indices for severe weather
A number of meteorological indices were collected because of their utility for predicting the
occurrence of severe weather. These indices can be thought of as thermodynamic indicators of the
atmosphere, and the combination of all of these variables help give the breadth of relevant factors that
contribute to damage. Thede and Johnson (2003) explore many different indices and their relationship to
the occurrence of thunderstorms, and note that since different indices may be affected by significant
changes in topography, that not all indices may be appropriate. It is important to note that the relationship
between the values of meteorological indices and the occurrence of severe weather is not always linear.

Land cover
Land cover data (Figure 4) was collected from the University of Connecticut Center for Land Use
Education & Research (CLEAR). The data is composed of 30 meter (~100 ft) pixels that cover the State
of Connecticut and are segregated into discrete land cover categories (deciduous trees, grassland,
developed) based on pixel spectral reflectance values. CLEAR provided a table that reports the total acres
of land use category and per town which were converted to the percentage of each town’s total area.
Approximately 46% of the State is covered in deciduous forest (light green) and approximately 9%
covered in coniferous forest (dark green). Grasslands and agricultural fields (yellow) cover approximately
18% of the State, and utility right of ways (ROWs) cover approximately 0.3% of the State.
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Figure 4: 2010 Land cover map of Connecticut. Image courtesy of University of Connecticut Center for
Land Use Education and Resarch (CLEAR). The colors determine the land use category: red means
developed land, greens mean coniferous or deciduous forests, yellow means agricultural land or
grassland, blue means water and associated wetlands.

Distribution network infrastructure
Distribution infrastructure data on the count of assets per town was collected from the NU System
Engineering Department. Data included the counts of poles, transformers, length of wires by circuit type
(backbone and lateral), and the count isolating devices (fuses, switches, reclosers) per town. The length of
backbone circuits per town was divided by the total town circuit length to determine the percentage of a
town’s power lines that were backbone. Backbone circuits (Figure 5) are expected to be more resilient to
storm events because they are typically trimmed more frequently and trimmed to greater clearances
above, under and next to the overhead lines compared to lateral circuits.
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Figure 5: Percent of towns covered in backbone circuits. Developed areas tend to have a higher
percentage of backbone lines.

Tree canopy density
The counts of pole structures in different tree canopy densities (Figure 6) were aggregated by the
NU GIS Department using the National Land Cover Database (NCLD) Zone 63 Tree Canopy Layer. The
method of mapping tree canopy densities consisted of three key steps: derivation of reference tree canopy
density data from high spatial resolution images, calibration of density prediction models using reference
data and Landsat spectral bands, and extrapolation the developed models spatially to map per-pixel tree
canopy density. Each pixel had a 30 meter resolution on the ground, and for each pixel an index was
applied over the CL&P service territory. The same index was used to count pole structures that were
within a clear, low, medium, or high tree density canopy per town. Tree canopy density, which can limit
the amount and distribution of sunlight, is a function of canopy cover or closure, tree structure and leaf
11

area indexing and is thus an ecologically-significant measurement. The tree canopy density levels are
defined as the percentage of a pixel that is covered with tree canopy (clear = 0 – 25%, low = 25 – 50%,
medium = 50 -75%, high = 75 – 100%). Generally, there is an inverse relationship between the
percentage of poles in high tree canopy (Figure 6) and the counts of households (Figure 2).

Figure 6: Percentage of a town’s poles in high tree canopy, as defined by the NU GIS Department.
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Methodology
The statistical software package R was used to fit the generalized linear models and perform crossvalidation exercises. The objective of the proposed modeling framework is to provide probabilistic
predictions of TS in the electric distribution network spatially distributed at the town scale. The
probabilistic predictions will then provide the basis to estimate the likelihood of TS occurrence and the
estimates of the number of trouble spots (e.g. expected values) and associated variability around those
estimates (quantile ranges or standard deviation). This quantitative information of trouble spot
occurrences can be used in stochastic optimization systems for the optimal estimation and the siting of
crews for preparedness and response to potential damaging storms.
The model proposed in this study utilizes a flexible framework by combining two generalized linear
models to predict trouble spots for each town in CL&P’s service territory. Generalized linear models
(GLMs) are appropriate for modeling data that are either categorical or nonlinearly distributed. GLMs are
composed of a specified probability distribution (from the exponential family), a linear predictor, and a
link function that relates the response variable to the linear predictors. Specifically, the model predicts
i)

the probability of occurrence of at least one trouble spot, using logistic regression

ii)

the number of trouble spots per town area, using gamma regression

The combination of the above models provides the entire probability distribution of the interruption
rates per town area that can occur during a storm event.
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Regression tree diagrams
Although regression trees were not used to formulate the ultimate probabilistic predictions, their use
provides a nice graphic of how certain explanatory variables may affect the response variable. The trees
are built using the ‘tree’ package in R (Ripley, 2012), which split the explanatory variables into left and
right branches that maximally separates the response variable (Crawley, 2007). The trees were built by
allowing all variables for all storms to be possible covariates. The helicity of the storm, counts of
households and line density are indicators of the occurrence of damage (Figure 7) whereas the mean wind
speed at 10 meters, the area work center the town was located in, and various meteorological indices were
important for the quantity of damage (Figure 8).

Figure 7: Logit Tree Model, shows the expected probability of damage occurrence based on all >100
variables in the database. Created using the ‘tree’ package in R.
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Figure 8: Gamma Tree Model, shows the damage rate of power lines per town using all >100 variables in
the database. Wind speed, geographic location (AWC) and some meteorological indices provide the
predicted damage rates. Created using the ‘tree’ package in R.

Logistic model
The logistic regression is used for modeling the probability of occurrence of a binary response and
assumes a binomial distribution with a logit link function. The probability mass function for a binomial
distribution is given by
; , 

Pr



  1  
[Eqn 1]

Where (n k) is the binomial coefficient, given by

 


!
!   !
[Eqn 2]
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Using the formalism of Crawley (2007), the logistic model for a probability, p, as a function of a
predictor, x, is given by


 
1   
[Eqn 3]

Where a and b are coefficients. To linearize the model, a logit transformation (which is the link function)
is applied.
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[Eqn 4]

If the natural log of each side is taken, then

ln $ %


&  '(
[Eqn 5]

A binary indicator variable, btspot, was created for all towns, over all storms, to indicate the occurrence
of at least one trouble spot.
')*+)

1,
,
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-. &) /&*) + 01 +22345 8
-. 74+ 01 +22345
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[Eqn 6]

This binary indicator was modeled as the response variable for the logistic regression.

Gamma model
Gamma regression is used for modeling non-zero, positive, continuous variables by assuming a
gamma distribution and using a logarithmic link function. The use of the gamma regression is especially
common in the healthcare and risk management fields for modeling cost data (Manning et al, 2002) and
for measuring precipitation patterns (Abaurrea and Asin, 2006), among other uses, in the physical
sciences. The probability density function of the gamma distribution is given by
9; &, *

1
1 !
:
9
*

* Γ&
[Eqn 7]

Where a is the shape parameter s is the scale parameter and Γ is the mathematical gamma function.
Interruption rates for each town, defined as the counts of trouble spots per linear circuit mile,
were chosen as the response variable to ensure an equal comparison of towns (e.g. a town with more OH
lines would be more likely to sustain damage than a town with less OH lines simply because of an
increased exposure to weather elements).
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The interruption rate, tspotrate, was created to model the expected counts of trouble spots per
linear circuit mile per town, for all storms.
)*+)4&)

2+3) + 01 4 )+- +4 &2. *)+4<
)+)&/ => 2?423?) <?/*
[Eqn 8]

The interruption rate of the town for each storm was modeled as the response variable for the
gamma regression. Based on the Gamma model, the expected number of trouble spots per town area is
given by
@A01B

@A')*+)B : @A)*+)4&)B : A)+)&/ => 2?423?) <?/* /C).B
[Eqn 9]

K-Fold Cross-Validation of the Prediction Model
K-fold cross-validation is method of evaluating the predictive capability of a model. An independent
subset of data is held as the validation dataset, and the calibration data is used to predict the validation set.
For example, given that our database has 30 storms, 29 of those storms would be used to calibrate the
model and then be used to predict the storm held in the validation data. The process is repeated k times,
where k is the number of storms in the database. This method will allow for a comparison between the
various models presented later in the database. The same error metrics for the calibration results were also
applied to the cross-validation results.
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Error Metric Definitions
The following metrics are used for both the calibration and cross-validation model results.
For each storm, the absolute error (AE) of all 149 towns is defined as

D@

!IJ

E|D2)3&/ 01G  H45?2)5 01G |
GK!

[Eqn 10]

Where Actual TS is the total number of trouble spots in CL&P area, and Predicted TS is the total
expected number of trouble spots derived from the probabilistic predictions per town.
For each storm, the relative error (RE), is defined as

L@

!IJ

E
GK!

D@G
: 100%
D2)3&/ 01G
[Eqn 11]

Absolute value of both AE and RE were used to prevent positive and negative errors from averaging to
zero. Both the mean and median AE and RE were calculated to evaluate the model performance.

Segregation of Data for Modeling
Given the wide range of severity of storms, from mild thunderstorms to severe hurricanes, the
database was split into four components. Database A consisted of all 28 thunderstorms and both tropical
systems (30 storms total), Database B consisted of all thunderstorms (28 storms), and Database C
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included only the tropical systems (2 storms). Each storm in each database contains all of the data for
each town mentioned in the “Study Area and Data” section of this report.

Proposed Models for Evaluation
To effectively evaluate all variables, eight models (Table 1) were proposed that described the
weather (Base Model), infrastructure and tree canopy (Infrastructure), land cover (Land Cover) and
atmospheric conditions (Met Indices) at the time of the storm event. For each model, the same sets of
variables are used for both the logistic and gamma regressions. This is because the same set of variables
that would contribute to the occurrence of at least one trouble spot should be the same variables that could
cause more than one trouble spot. Model calibration results included the full list of variables (>100
variables) in our database, whereas both a full and reduced set of variables were used in the crossvalidation. The variables in the reduced set of variables were determined by completing a sensitivity
analysis for all variables except for meteorological indices. Only variables which variables improved the
cross-validation error metrics were included in the cross-validations with reduced variables (see
Appendix).
Table 1: Models Evaluated for Databases A, B and C

Model Name

Description

Model 1

Base Model

Model 2

Base Model + Infrastructure

Model 3

Base Model + Land Cover

Model 4

Base Model + Met Indices

Model 5

Base Model + Infrastructure + Met Indices

Model 6

Base Model + Land Cover + Met Indices

Model 7

Base Model + Infrastructure + Land Cover

Model 8

Base Model + Infrastructure + Land Cover + Met Indices
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Tables 2 through 10 contain the same list of metrics in the leftmost column. For all storms and for
each model: “avgAE” is the average of all residuals, “medianAE” is the median of all residuals, “avgRE”
is the average of percent error, “medianRE” is the median of percent error. Given that Database C only
contains two storms, the medianAE and medianRE are omitted since the average and median of two
quantities are identical.

Results
Note: Model calibration results for Database B, Models 1 and 8, may be viewed in the appendix of this
report. However, given that insignificant variables are included in the model output, the parameter
estimates cannot be used directly for inference.
Table 2 shows general agreement between Models 1 through 8 with respect to median percent
error for Database A. Models that included the meteorological indices (Models 4, 6 and 8) performed the
best, however, median percent error was acceptable at ~30%. Figure 9 shows the actual vs. predicted TS
for Models 1 and 8 are quite similar. Table 3 shows improved calibration results for Database B, which
includes only thunderstorms. The median percent error ranges between 19.3 and 26.3% and efficiency
scores are higher for models that included the meteorological indices. Figure 10 shows the major
difference between Model 1 and 8 is that Model 8 more accurately predicts the largest thunderstorm in
Database B. Table 4 shows excellent calibration results for Database C, which includes only tropical
systems. Tables 5, 7, and 9 show that the full cross-validation models had higher relative error than the
reduced cross-validation models in Tables 6, 8 and 10. For each database, a reduced set of weather,
infrastructure, land cover and meteorological indices tended to improve error metrics. Figures 12 through
14 show that Model 1 consistently does better for both cross-validations with full or reduced parameters
than Model 8.
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Calibration Results
Table 2: Calibration Results for Database A
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

Model 7

Model 8

avgAE

482

475

484

340

347

338

477

358

medianAE

212

188

215

176

178

182

187

178

avgRE

40.6%

40.4%

40.9%

29.9%

30.1%

30.0%

40.2%

29.9%

medianRE

30.3%

30.3%

29.8%

23.7%

22.8%

23.3%

29.2%

22.5%
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Figure 9: Actual vs. predicted TS for Model 1(left) and Model 8 (right) from model calibration – Database A (Thunderstorms and Tropical
Systems)
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Table 3: Calibration Results for Database B (Thunderstorms Only)
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

Model 7

Model 8

avgAE

234

234

233

194

195

193

234

194

medianAE

165

160

166

106

104

105

160

107

avgRE

37.6%

37.7%

37.5%

28.0%

28.4%

28.1%

37.7%

28.3%

medianRE

25.4%

25.6%

25.3%

21.1%

20.2%

20.6%

26.3%

19.3%
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Figure 9: Actual vs. predicted TS for Model 1 (left) and Model 8 (right) from calibration - Database B (Thunderstorms Only)
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Table 4: Calibration Results for Database C (Tropical Systems Only)
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

Model 7

Model 8

avgAE

343

459

304

129

213

177

347

183

avgRE

2.3%

3.0%

2.0%

0.9%

1.5%

1.2%

2.3%

1.3%

Plots for Database C are not included because only two storms are included (Storm Irene and Hurricane Sandy).
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Cross-Validation Results
Table 5: Cross-validation Results for Database A – Full
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

Model 7

Model 8

avgAE

751

745

757

1485

1490

1482

758

1465

medianAE

237

240

245

353

341

349

243

309

avgRE

55.7%

55.5%

56.0%

82.1%

82.8%

81.7%

55.1%

79.8%

medianRE

35.4%

35.3%

34.6%

51.0%

49.7%

50.0%

34.8%

48.9%
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Figure 11: Actual vs. predicted TS for Model 1 (left) and Model 8 (right) from cross-validation (Database A – Full). Note the difference in axes
length.
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Table 6: Cross-validation Results for Database A – Reduced
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

Model 7

Model 8

avgAE

716

708

720

1459

1462

1457

708

1438

medianAE

233

229

240

327

324

336

234

298

avgRE

52.4%

55.5%

56.0%

82.1%

82.8%

81.7%

55.1%

79.8%

medianRE

35.1%

35.0%

35.2%

54.0%

52.4%

52.3%

34.9%

51.1%
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Figure 12: Actual vs. predicted TS for Model 1 (left) and Model 8 (right) from cross-validation (Database A – Full). Note the difference in axes
length.
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Table 7: Cross-validation Results for Database B - Full
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

Model 7

Model 8

avgAE

319

318

318

485

491

484

319

479

medianAE

202

195

204

271

273

267

193

259

avgRE

50.4%

50.4%

50.4%

66.5%

67.5%

66.3%

50.4%

65.8%

medianRE

39.0%

38.0%

38.8%

58.4%

56.8%

56.1%

36.9%

54.2%
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Figure 13: Actual vs. predicted TS for Model 1 (left) and Model 8 (right) from cross-validation (Database B – Full). Note the difference in axes
length.
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Table 8: Cross-validation Results for Database B - Reduced
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

Model 7

Model 8

avgAE

285

284

286

468

471

468

285

471

medianAE

195

193

196

256

259

256

193

259

avgRE

45.5%

45.3%

45.5%

63.7%

64.2%

63.7%

45.4%

64.2%

medianRE

28.2%

28.8%

28.2%

57.9%

56.2%

57.9%

28.7%

56.1%
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Figure 14: Actual vs. predicted TS for Model 1 (left) and Model 8 (right) from cross-validation (Database B – Reduced). Note the difference in
axes length.
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Table 9: Cross-validation Results for Database C - Full
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

Model 7

Model 8

avgAE

6741

14038

5648

2.7E+190

5.1E+218

2.0E+124

13243

2.4E+149

medianAE

6741

14038

5648

2.7E+190

5.1E+218

2.0E+124

13243

2.4E+149

avgRE

45.0%

91.3%

36.9%

>100%

>100%

>100%

87.6%

>100%

medianRE

45.0%

91.3%

36.9%

>100%

>100%

>100%

87.6%

>100%
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Table 10: Cross-validation Results for Database C - Full
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

Model 7

Model 8

avgAE

2667

3812

2760

4E+277

5E+266

1.5E+290

2506

6.5E+285

medianAE

2667

3812

2760

4E+277

5E+266

1.5E+290

2506

6.5E+285

avgRE

18.5%

25.8%

18.9%

>100%

>100%

>100%

17.2%

>100%

medianRE

18.5%

25.8%

18.9%

>100%

>100%

>100%

17.2%

>100%

Plots for Database C are not included because there are only two storms in the database
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Discussion
Model calibration results were always improved relative to model cross-validation, however,
certain models consistently tended to perform better for Database A, B and C. Model 1, the model with
the fewest amount of variables, tended to perform the best for thunderstorms and tropical systems both
together and separately. Model 1 contained only wind and rain variables, which may mean i) our study
has not appropriately measured land cover or the effect of tree canopies appropriately, or ii) the wind and
rain variables effectively capture the relationship between damage and severe weather better than any
other of the current variables do, or iii) the meteorological indices are not appropriate to be included in a
this type of statistical model. The meteorological indices, while significant in the model calibrations,
proved to be insignificant and even detrimental to damage predictions. One possibility is that each storm
has unique attributes with respect to the indices, and that a spike in any mean or max value could cause a
zero or infinite model prediction. That is, if a meteorological index is out of scope relative to the training
dataset, this variable will cause the subsequent prediction to crash the model. The other possibility is that
we have selected too many variables that could be creating noise in the database, or that we have not
performed appropriate transformations to these variables, which would more accurately represent the
relationship between meteorological indices and damage occurrence. More study is required to accurately
explore how this relationship could be improved.
Mean and maximum temperature was an important variable for thunderstorms but not for tropical
systems. Generally, the temperature was uniformly distributed for the tropical systems which may explain
why it was an insignificant variable. For thunderstorms, temperature may provide a surrogate for i) the
leaf cover of trees and/or ii) the amount of convection associated with a storm. Increased temperatures
would likely be associated with warmer months, and these months tend to have increased tree leaf cover
relative to colder months. Roughly, increased temperatures are likely associated with increased
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convective activity, and may be a more reliable predictor than any of the other meteorological variables
we evaluated.
Total accumulated precipitation proved to be a variable that adversely affected the full variable
cross-validations (it was subsequently dropped for the reduced variable cross-validations). Precipitation
rate, however, was a significant variable that decreased median RE metrics by 10%. The adverse impacts
of total precipitation may be to the 72 hour simulation time which may have logged precipitation from
before and after the actual storm event. Whereas variables like wind gust or precipitation rate would be
greatest during the storm event, the total accumulated precipitation could be greatest before or after the
storm.

A Storm Forecasting Example
A final database, Database D, was created that included all 28 thunderstorms and Tropical Storm
Irene (August 2011). In this example we show how the proposed prediction model could have performed
in a forecasting mode for Hurricane Sandy (October 2012) using historical data and weather forecasts
(instead of analysis data). We would expect the forecasted TS to approach the actual TS counts the closer
the weather forecast was to the hurricane making landfall.
The model from Database D only included weather, infrastructure and tree canopy data variables
and was inputted with weather forecasts from 48 and 24 hours before Hurricane Sandy made landfall.
Figure 15 shows the two damage forecasting maps that were produced based on the two weather forecasts
versus the actual damage. Figure 16 shows the actual vs. predicted values for the 149 towns in CL&P’s
service territory for each weather forecast. The similarity between the two plots suggests that Hurricane
Sandy did not significantly change its path or composition in the 48 hours prior to landfall, which
indicates a strong potential to provide accurate data on damaged up to two days prior to the storm. A point
to note is that the model tended to underestimate the towns that received the greatest amounts of damages.
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However, a hot spot analysis reveals that southwestern CT was always projected to receive the most
damages even if the actual number of trouble spots was lower than expected.
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Figure 15: Predicted damage for Hurricane Sandy using forecasts from 48 hours (11,300 TS) ahead (top left), 24 hours (13,300 TS) ahead (top
right), and actual (14,300 TS) damage (bottom).
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Figure 16: Actual vs. predicted damage using 48 hour (left) and 24 hour (right) forecasts ahead of landfall.
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Conclusion
This study has proposed models for thunderstorms and for tropical systems that have been
verified for robustness using k-fold cross-validation. The significance of the weather, tree canopy density,
distribution infrastructure, land cover, and meteorological indices has been evaluated. Models built only
from mean and maximum weather variables tended to capture the statistical relationship to the occurrence
and quantity of TS in CL&P’s service territory. While many variables were insignificant compared to
weather variables, future research is warranted to determine if higher resolution data would be significant
in this statistical framework. There is currently scarce information on the distribution, age and health of
trees in Connecticut which may be essential in determining which areas of the State are most susceptible
to damage from trees. Although soil moisture data could have been produced from WRF, other models
such as HYDRO1k, may be more appropriate for inclusion in future models. Given the conditional
interactions of trees and soil moisture, a Bayesian framework may be appropriate to capture the
relationships between land cover, tree canopy density, and meteorological indices. The use of
meteorological indices, while useful as a tool for meteorologists for determining the occurrence of severe
weather, may need to be transformed in order to be useful in a statistical model. With a model calibration
built off the 28 major storms, the thunderstorm model has a broad base of calibration data. The tropical
model, however, included two storms which were similar in the amount of damage they brought to the
State. If more tropical systems impact Connecticut, the tropical model should be calibrated, validated and
analyzed for performance. Given these damage predictions models have accuracy greater than 70%, the
TS predictions could be used to input models to predict the occurrence of power outages, the expected
electric service restoration times for towns, and as an estimate of the financial cost of different storms.
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Appendices
List of Collected Data
Weather Variables and Meteorological Indices
Variable Full Name
Vertical Velocity
Precipitation
Wind Stress
Gust
Surface Runoff
Snow Water Equivalent
Wind at 10 meter
Soil Moisture

Description
The component of velocity (motion) in the vertical. The evaluation of areas
of upward vertical velocity is key to forecasting areas of active weather.
The accumulated rainfall for a storm simulation.
Is the shear stress exerted by the wind on the surface. Surface stress is the
momentum flux through the air-sea interface. One common interpretation is
the vertical transfer of horizontal momentum, per unit area.
A short burst of high speed wind.
In hydrological terms, the part of precipitation that flows toward the streams
on the surface of the ground or within the ground.
The mass of water present in frozen precipitation.
The wind velocity at 10 meters.
The mass of water present in the soil.

Potential Temperature

The temperature a parcel of dry air would have if brought adiabatically (i.e.,
without transfer of heat or mass) to a standard pressure level of 1000 mb.

Positive Vertical Velocity

The component of velocity (motion) in the vertical. Positive vertical velocity
is toward the Earth Surface.

Negative Vertical
Velocity

The component of velocity (motion) in the vertical. Negative vertical
velocity is toward the clouds.

Precipitation Rate

The mass of rain that fell during an hour of time.
Also known as shear velocity, friction velocity is a form of re-writing shear
stress in terms of velocity. Friction velocity is the square-root of the
kinematic stress.

Friction Velocity

Mean Sea Level Pressure

Mean sea level pressure (MSLP) is the pressure at sea level or (when
measured at a given elevation on land) the station pressure reduced to sea
level assuming an isothermal layer at the station temperature.

Lifted Condensation Level The height at which the relative humidity (RH) of an air parcel will reach
Height
100% when it is cooled by dry adiabatic lifting.
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Variable Full Name

Lowest Wet Bulb Temp
Equals Zero

Surface Height
Convective Inhibition

Description
The wet-bulb temperature is the temperature a parcel of air would have if it
were cooled at constant pressure (adiabatically) to saturation (100% relative
humidity) by the evaporation of water into it. Its value falls between the dry
bulb (actual air) temperature and dewpoint temperature. The Lowest Wet
Bulb temp equals zero represents the lowest altitude (closer to the ground)
where the wet bulb temperature's value is below zero degrees Celsius. It is
important because WBZ heights between 7000 ft and 10,500 ft (above
ground level) correlate well with large hail at the surface when storms
develop in an airmass primed for strong convection. Higher values infer mid
and upper level stability and also indicate a large melting area for falling
hail. Lower WBZ heights indicate that the low level atmosphere is often too
cool and stable to support large hail.
terrain altitude relative to sea level.
A numerical measure in meteorology that indicates the amount of energy
that will prevent an air parcel from rising from the surface to the level of
free convection.

Convective Available
Potential Energy

The amount of energy a parcel of air would have if lifted a certain distance
vertically through the atmosphere. CAPE is effectively the positive
buoyancy of an air parcel and is an indicator of atmospheric instability,
which makes it very valuable in predicting severe weather.

Specific Humidity

Specific humidity is the ratio of water vapor to dry air in a particular mass,
and is sometimes referred to as humidity ratio. Specific humidity ratio is
expressed as a ratio of mass of water vapor per unit mass of dry air.

Absolute Vorticity

Planetary Boundary Layer
Height

Helicity
Temperature

Lift Index

Best Lift Index

Wind Direction

Vorticity can be related to the amount of "circulation" or "rotation" (or more
strictly, the local angular rate of rotation) in a fluid.
The lowest part of the atmosphere and its behavior is directly influenced by
its contact with a planetary surface. On Earth it usually responds to changes
in surface forcing in an hour or less. In this layer physical quantities such as
flow velocity, temperature, moisture etc., display rapid fluctuations
(turbulence) and vertical mixing is strong.
The extent to which helix-like motion occurs. In meteorology,helicity
corresponds to the transfer of vorticity from the environment to an air parcel
in convective motion.
Air temperature measured in a shelter at 2m from ground.
The temperature difference between an air parcel lifted adiabatically Tp(p)
and the temperature of the environment Te(p) at a given pressure height in
the troposphere (lowest layer where most weather occurs) of the atmosphere,
usually 500 hPa (mb). When the value is positive, the atmosphere (at the
respective height) is stable and when the value is negative, the atmosphere is
unstable.
A variation of the lifted index is the "best lifted index" or "4-layer lifted
index." In this version, initially the lifted index is found for a few levels
between the surface and 1600m. Then the best (most unstable) lifted index
value is kept. This is helpful when the surface lifted index may misrepresent
the true instability (e.g. morning soundings).
Direction where wind comes from. 0 deg = N; 90 deg = E; 180 deg = S; 270
deg = W
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Variable Full Name
Wind Direction

Richardson Number
K Index

Showalter Index

Severe Weather Threat
Index

Total Totals index

Description
Numerical index indicating the quadrant for wind direction. From 0 to 90
deg, direction is NE, index = 1. From 90 to 180 deg, direction is SE, index
i= 2. From 180 to 270 deg, direction is SW, index = 3. From 270 to 360 deg,
direction is NW, index = 4.
The dimensionless number that expresses the ratio of potential to kinetic
energy
A measure of the thunderstorm potential based on vertical temperature lapse
rate, moisture content of the lower atmosphere, and the vertical extent of the
moist layer.
The Showalter Index is a dimensionless number computed by taking the
temperature at the 850 hPa level which is then taken dry adiabatically up to
saturation, then up to the 500 hPa level, which is then subtracted by the
observated 500 hPa level temperature. If the value is negative, then the
lower portion of the atmosphere is unstable, with thunderstorms expected
when the value is below -3.
The SWEAT Index evaluates the potential for severe weather by combining
several parameters into one index. These parameters include low-level
moisture (850 mb dewpoint), instability (Total Totals Index), lower and
middle-level (850 and 500 mb) wind speeds, and warm air advection
(veering between 850 and 500 mb). Therefore, an attempt is made to
incorporate kinematic and thermodynamic information into one index. As
such, the SWEAT index should be utilized to assess severe weather
potential, not ordinary thunderstorm potential.
The TT (Total Totals) is an index used to assess storm strength. The TT is a
combination of the Vertical Totals (VT) and Cross Totals (CT). The VT is
the temperature difference between 850 and 500 mb while the CT is 850 mb
dewpoint minus the 500 mb temperature.
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GIS, Tree Trimming and Infrastructure Data
Variable Full Name
Percent Backbone
Percent Lateral
Count of Assets
Count of Poles
Asset Density
Pole Density
Percent of Poles: High
Percent of Poles: Medium
Percent of Poles: Low
Percent of Poles: None
Area Work Center (AWC)
Division
Coastal or Inland
High or Low Poles
Categorical Calibration Term
Percent ETT Trimmed
Percent SMT Trimmed
Relative Trim Cycle

Description
The relative percentage of a town covered in
backbone circuit
The relative percentage of a town covered in lateral
circuit type
Count of isolating devices (switches, transformers,
reclosers, fuses, etc.) in a town.
Count of poles in a town.
Count of assets per town divided by total OH mile
length of town
Count of poles per town divided by total OH mile
length of town
Percentage of poles in a town in high tree canopy
Percentage of poles in a town in medium tree
canopy
Percentage of poles in a town in low tree canopy
Percentage of poles in a town in clear tree canopy
The CL&P AWC a town resides in
The CL&P division a town resides in
A binary indicator for a coastal or inland town
A town that has >30% of its poles in high tree
canopy was given the designation “high”
Four options: coastal low poles, coastal high poles,
inland low poles, inland high poles
Miles of CL&P division trimmed with ETT divided
by total division OH mile length
Miles of CL&P division trimmed with SMT
divided by total division OH mile length
Total miles of division divided by total division
miles trimmed

Land Cover Data
Variable Full Name
Percent Grassland
Percent Coniferous
Percent Deciduous
Percent Developed

Description
Percent of town covered in grassland areas
Percent of town covered in areas with coniferous
trees
Percent of town covered in areas with deciduous
trees
Percent of town covered in developed areas

Socioeconomic Data
Variable Full Name
Count of Households
Per Capita Income

Description
Count of households in a town
Median per capita income of a town
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Thunderstorm Model Calibration Outputs for Models 1 and 8
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Cross-Validation Inputs – Database A (reduced)
baseModel <- "~meantemp+meanwstress+meangust+
meanwind10m+meanprerate+awc+maxwstress+maxgust+maxwind10m+
maxprerate+maxtemp"
densityCov <- "+ percpolhi+percpolmed+perpollow+
percbb+counthh+linedensity"
landCover<- "+ percconif+percdecid+percgrass+
percdev+catcoastal"
metIndices <- "+ meantotals+meansweat+meanshowalt+meanki+
meanblifti+meanlifti+meanhelic+meanabsvor+meancape+meancin+
maxtotals+maxsweat+maxshowalt+maxki+
maxblifti+maxlifti+maxhelic+maxabsvor+maxcape+maxcin"

Cross-Validation Inputs – Database B (reduced)
baseModel <- "~meanprerate+meantemp+meanwstress+meangust+meanwind10m+
+awc+maxgust+maxwind10m+maxwstress+maxtemp+maxprerate"
densityCov <- "+counthh"
landCover<- " +catcoastal"
metIndices <- "+ meantotals+meansweat+meanshowalt+meanki+
meanblifti+meanlifti+meanhelic+meanabsvor+meancape+meancin+
maxtotals+maxsweat+maxshowalt+maxki+
maxblifti+maxlifti+maxhelic+maxabsvor+maxcape+maxcin"
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Cross-Validation Inputs – Database C (reduced)
### Cross Validation - Reduced Models
baseModel <- "~meanwstress+meangust+
meanwind10m+meanprerate+awc+
maxgust+maxwind10m+maxwstress+maxprerate"
densityCov <- "+counthh+linedensity"
landCover<- "+ catcoastal + maxgust*catcoastal"
metIndices <- "+meanblifti+meanlifti+meanhelic+meanabsvor+
maxblifti+maxlifti+maxhelic+maxabsvor+maxcape"

Cross-Validation Inputs – Database A, B, C (full)
baseModel <- "~meantemp+maxtemp+meanvertvel+meantotprec+meanwstress+meangust+
meanwind10m+meanprerate+meanfricvel+awc+
maxvertvel+maxtotprec+maxwstress+maxgust+
maxwind10m+maxprerate+maxfricvel"
densityCov<- "+percpolhi+percpolmed+perpollow+
percbb+counthh+linedensity"
landCover<- "+percconif+percdecid+percgrass+percdev+catcoastal"
metIndices <- "+meantotals+meansweat+meanshowalt+meanki+
meanblifti+meanlifti+meanhelic+meanabsvor+meancape+meancin+
maxtotals+maxsweat+maxshowalt+maxki+
maxblifti+maxlifti+maxhelic+maxabsvor+maxcape+maxcin"
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